
Note to the Students regarding Mode of Conducting Exams 

As per the decision taken in 111th meeting of the Senate based on the recommendations of the 

Academic Standing Committee and also, based on the resolutions of the meeting with LMS 

team on 03-1-2020, following information is provided for the favour of the students. 

 Mid and End semester exams will be conducted using LMS mandatorily.  

 Efforts are being made to make LMS accessible for the students using mobile phones. 

 The LMS Technical Administrator and the departmental LMS coordinators informed that 

the LMS is ready for operation and faculty and students of all the departments have been 

given access to LMS and some of them have already been using it.  

 Students are requested to login to their respective departmental LMS link as soon as 

possible, if not done earlier, and check if they had been registered properly into all the 

courses based on their registration slip. If there are any students facing difficulty in 

accessing LMS or if there are any discrepancies in their registration on the LMS site, they 

should immediately contact the corresponding departmental LMS coordinator. 

 Students are requested to be in touch with the faculty members of the concerned courses 

and with the departmental LMS coordinator to learn to use the LMS for exams. Mock 

tests can also be arranged by concerned faculty wherever necessary.  

 The upcoming mid-exams will be conducted in staggered time slots for B.Tech. II, III and 

IV years and M.Sc. II year and MCA II and III year students in order to reduce the load 

on the LMS server. Information about this will be shared soon. 

 Email addresses of the departmental LMS administrators is given below along with LMS 

administrator for open electives: 

1. LMS OE NITW: open-electives-lms@nitw.ac.in 

2. Lms MECH: mech-lms@nitw.ac.in 

3. CSE LMS: cse-lms@nitw.ac.in  

4. Lms Biotech: bt-lms@nitw.ac.in  [Mathematics also] 

5. Lms Chemical:  chemical-lms@nitw.ac.in  [School of Management also] 

6. Lms CIVIL: civil-lms@nitw.ac.in 

7. Lms ECE:  ece-lms@nitw.ac.in 

8. Lms EEE: eee-lms@nitw.ac.in 

9. Lms Metallurgy: met-lms@nitw.ac.in  [Chemistry and Physics also] 
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